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Objective: Best-practice data models harmonize semantics and data structure of medical
variables in clinical or epidemiological studies. While there exist several published data sets,
it remains challenging to find and reuse published eligibility criteria or other data items that
match specific needs of a newly planned study or registry. A novel Internet-based method for
rapid comparison of published data models was implemented to enable reuse, customization,
and harmonization of item catalogs for the early planning and development phase of research
databases.
Methods: Based on prior work, a European information infrastructure with a large collection of
medical data models was established. A newly developed analysis module called CDEGenerator
provides systematic comparison of selected data models and user-tailored creation of minimum
data sets or harmonized item catalogs. Usability was assessed by eight external medical documentation experts in a workshop by the umbrella organization for networked medical research
in Germany with the System Usability Scale.
Results: The analysis and item-tailoring module provides multilingual comparisons of semantically complex eligibility criteria of clinical trials. The System Usability Scale yielded “good
usability” (mean 75.0, range 65.0–92.5). User-tailored models can be exported to several data
formats, such as XLS, REDCap or Operational Data Model by the Clinical Data Interchange
Standards Consortium, which is supported by the US Food and Drug Administration and European Medicines Agency for metadata exchange of clinical studies.
Conclusion: The online tool provides user-friendly methods to reuse, compare, and thus learn
from data items of standardized or published models to design a blueprint for a harmonized
research database.
Keywords: common data elements, semantic interoperability, metadata repositories, Unified
Medical Language System
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A foundational step for patient-data capture is to define the structure and semantics
of medical variables in a study. Due to a lack of reuse of data standards or existing trial-related ontologies available on BioPortal, many medical variables are
reinvented or heterogeneously defined for new studies.1,2 The lack of overview and
technical comparability of existing data models (eg, case-report forms [CRFs] or
item catalogs) that define the structure and semantics of medical variables limits
possibilities to learn best practices from similar studies that have already been
conducted.3 As a long-term effect, heterogeneity of data capture increases and
data integration and systematic analyses across different study results are limited.4
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Therefore, a h armonized data-item catalog (herein “item
catalog”) is crucial to counteract these issues already in the
planning phase of a research database. Primarily, this item
catalog should list the definitions of the medical variables
(herein “data items”) being used for study feasibility or
data capture. An overview of such data items from similar
studies or existing metadata standards provides an essential
checklist for newly planned studies. This would enable
reuse of best-practice approaches and avoid possibly missing items, which are relevant for later data analysis, and
foster compatible data for later meta-analyses.
The aim to build harmonized and user-tailored item
catalog forms the rationale of our work, which requires the
key components:
1. An online open-access repository to provide valuable data
models, such as data standards, item catalogs (containing data items and coded lists as permissible values) or
full CRFs of clinical studies conducted on a broad range
of disease entities. This repository, called Medical Data
Models Portal (MDM Portal), has already been implemented based on previous work and is available at https://
medical-data-models.org.5
2. An online comprehensive analysis tool for systematic
analyses of such data models to identify common data
items (eg, demographics, clinical data). To achieve this,
each data item is linked to its language-independent
medical concept and coded within an existing international medical vocabulary. This way, terms of different languages and synonyms and homonyms within
one language can be semantically compared with one
another. The comparison should include comparison
of semantically simple concepts (eg, body height) and
free-text eligibility criteria that might contain many different atomic concepts in a single criterion (eg, patient
suffers from heart or kidney injury). As a result, a filtered
overview of existing data items and generation of a usertailored full item catalogs is possible. This item catalog
can be exported to a standardized metadata format that
is supported by electronic data-capture systems, in line
with regulatory requirements of the US Food and Drug
Administration and European Medicines Agency and
provides an initial blueprint to build upon a research
database.
While the MDM Portal serves as the primary source for
selecting data models, the analysis method is implemented as
a standardized web service and can, therefore, also be called
from other software systems. Both components are described
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as one online platform in this work and were evaluated as
such in a metadata workshop by the umbrella organization for
networked medical research in Germany (Technologie- und
Methodenplattform für die vernetzte medizinische [TMF])
to assess usability of comparing different data models and
generating user-defined core data items.6

Methods
The open-access platform
The open-access platform consists of two components: one
for providing access to medical metadata, the other to analyze
and compare selected data models to derive user-tailored item
catalogs. Figure 1 illustrates a holistic view on the basic features of the platform. An instruction guide on how to use the
platform is available at https://cdegenerator.uni-muenster.de.

Medical Data Models Portal
The MDM Portal is an online metadata repository that provides open access to several medical data models in clinical
routine or research.5 Data models are stored in the Clinical
Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) operational
data model (ODM) standard for metadata exchange and
are exportable to many different formats for reuse in other
information systems (eg, REDCap, XLS, CSV, HL7 FHIR).7
Though the primary language of all content is English, the
MDM Portal offers support for multilingual metadata through
the CDISC ODM standard, and some models are already
available in >20 languages.7
Data models provided originate from CRFs of clinical
trials or registries, electronic hospital-documentation forms,
and data standards by such authorities as the National Institutes of Health or Clinical Data Acquisition Standards Harmonization.8 Also available are standard instruments, such
as the PhenX toolkit, common data elements from national
metadata registries, such as the Cancer Data Standards
Registry and Repository, Australia’s METeOR (Metadata
Online Registry), and other categories, such as eligibility
criteria forms of >5,500 recent clinical trials.9–11 A team
of medical students that have already passed the first state
examination to enter the clinical phase of medical studies
are led by physicians and regularly transform these source
data models to ODM and code data items of the data models
with the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) based
on established coding principles.12 By doing this, the data
models can be analyzed automatically, even in a multilingual
setting.13 Models provided are distributed under Creative
Commons licenses, and original sources are explicitly mentioned in description and copyright fields. Copyrighted and
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Raw material:
• Item catalogs, case-report forms
• Clinical routine forms
• Metadata registries, data standards
• Unpublished models
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Figure 1 An online platform to share, analyze, and reuse medical data models.
Notes: Raw material from original sources is processed into a standardized data-model format (Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium operational data model)
and enriched with language-independent semantic codes by the content-development team before uploading to the Internet-based platform. This provides open access (via
the Medical Data Models Portal), advanced semantic comparison, and generation of user-tailored item catalogs (by CDEGenerator) that serve as blueprints for harmonized
research databases.

fee-based models are excluded or summarized as one data
item (eg, SF36 score).

Common-data-element generator
The analysis and common-data-element-generation module
(CDEGenerator) provides systematic comparison of userselected data models from the MDM Portal by analyzing
the UMLS codes in the processed models. This module
is implemented as representational state-transfer-based
Internet service and, as such, can also be called from other
data repositories as long as they transmit CDISC ODM files
semantically coded with UMLS concepts.
The tool was developed based on prior work requirements
for semantic analyses of medical data models.13,14 It has
evolved into a tool that can compare structured form-based
data items, but also semantically complex items, such as
free-text eligibility criteria, which are usually composed of
several medical concepts per criterion.15 Three major features
build the core functionality:
1. Generation of a frequency-sorted list of medical concepts to identify the most frequent, ie, semantically
equivalent documentation items of all selected sources.
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Semantic equivalence of items can be refined based on
user options:
a. concept-based equivalence: two data items share the same
UMLS coding
b. matching items: In addition to a), the data types and
UMLS-coded permissible values of an item are the same
c. identical items: in addition to b), the measurement
units and item questions are the same (assuming same
language)
In cases of semantically complex items (eg, free-text eligibility criterion that consists of multiple medical concepts),
CDEGenerator automatically decomposes this item to the
relevant atomic medical concepts based on the UMLS coding
provided.12,15 Each concept in the resulting list is shown with
respective UMLS coding and description, data type, original
question, possible measurement unit, and code list that specifies permissible values. Additionally, a cumulative coverage
plot (CCP) should visualize how many of the most frequent
concepts cover all concept occurrences in the selected sources
(eg, the most frequent concept, “patient age”, covers 5%, the
ten most frequent concepts cover 30%, the 100 most frequent
concepts cover 35% of all items). This plot would succinctly
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illustrate the existence of a core or minimum-data-item set,
which is an efficient set of relatively few concepts that cover
a significant amount of the whole source content.
2. Generation of a heat-map matrix to visualize pairwise
semantic overlaps of different sources. Each cell of a
matrix contains similarity percentages of two sources,
and selecting it activates a filter, which lists the frequent
concepts of the two sources according to 1.
3. The user can select items to a cart to build a customized
item catalog. This catalog can be downloaded in different (standard) formats. An upload to the MDM Portal is
possible to present, discuss, comment, or edit this item
catalog within the scientific community.
Since UMLS-based semantic coding and coding conventions are provided only in the ODM files of the MDM Portal,
only those files are supported for full semantic analyses.
A specific Excel-based template is available at https://
cdegenerator.uni-muenster.de to enable basic comparison
of metadata models beyond the MDM Portal, though without the comparison of semantically complex items. Future
input types will be planned upon requests from the user
community.

Usability testing
The System Usability Scale (SUS) was used as a validated
instrument to assess usability of the platform to compare
multiple models for user-tailored core-data-element generation.16 The technology-agnostic scale consists of a ten-item
questionnaire, returns scores ranging from 0–100, and has
been shown to be a reliable and robust instrument, even
with a small number of participants.17–19 Eight study-documentation experts (including data-management experts,
medical informaticians, and study physicians) compared
structured CRFs and free-text eligibility criteria of several
different clinical trials in a recent workshop by the German
TMF in June 2017.
The structured CRFs originated from three different
hepatitis C trials (consisting of 192 data items) and eligibility criteria from five different diabetes type 2 trials (consisting of 67 data items [criteria]). All the five sources were
processed and integrated into the MDM Portal. The authors
selected the two disease-entity examples because of their
epidemiological and trial-based relevance without claiming the highest relevance. A 30-minute introduction to the
platform was provided based on the instruction guide, which
is available within the CDEGenerator. Then, participants
were asked to select and analyze the aforementioned models
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with the core functionality of CDEGenerator to identify a
set of common concepts, which they deemed relevant as a
core-data-item set within the selected sources. Participants
had 30 minutes, and were assisted when questions arose.
All SUS sheets were filled out anonymously, and none of
the participants was affiliated to the platform project or its
source institution. Details of the source materials regarding study identifiers and their data items are available in
Table S1.

Analysis
Means and ranges were determined to ascertain SUS summary scores over all participants. Krippendorff ’s α for
ordinal-rating values was calculated with bootstrap analysis
to determine interrater reliability and 95% CI.20,21 All calculations were performed with R version 3.4.3.

Results
Current platform

The MDM Portal currently contains >15,000 data models and
>400,000 data items. It has evolved to established European
information infrastructure and the largest open-access registry of medical data models.5 Details on recent user statistics
and medical content have been published previously, and the
latter can be queried online by keyword or table-of-contents
search.7 CDEGenerator (available from the MDM Portal or
directly on https://cdegenerator.uni-muenster.de) can import
and analyze data models from the portal or other sources via
the CDISC ODM standard or via XLS templates. Figures
2–4 illustrate analysis output of eligibility criteria from five
different diabetes mellitus type 2 studies, which have been
taken as input in the usability test.
Figure 2 shows the top-ten automatically identified
medical concepts and their occurrence within the five studies.
Each listed concept contains the preferred concept name and
provides a description by UMLS. Each concept listed can
be expanded to view its item details in the original studies
(eg, original item question, data type, possible permissible
values). As illustrated, common eligibility-criteria concepts
can be correctly identified, despite multiple lines of free text
or medical abbreviations (eg, “t2dm” for type 2 diabetes
mellitus) in the original sources.
The user can also import a variable number of other readily processed eligibility-criteria forms of different disease
entities from the portal (>5,500 studies), eg, to screen for
disease-related comorbidities, lab values, or complications. If
a data item contains a coded list of permissible values, it can
be expanded further to view the corresponding permissible
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Concept

Concept
Rank

#
#
All NCT00541697.xml
Show only > 0

C0011860: Diabetes mellitus, non-insulin-dependent

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

C0019018: Glycosylated hemoglobin A

2

4

0

1

2

0

1

#
#
#
#
NCT00592527.xml NCT00641251.xml NCT00239707.xml NCT00508599.xml
Show only > 0
Show only > 0
Show only > 0
Show only > 0

Count question

Type

1 Diagnosed with t2dm at least 6 months prior to enrollment,
under the active care of a doctor for at least the six months prior
to enrollment, and hba1c ≥ 8.0%.

Itemdef boolean

1 hba1c between 7.0–11.0%

Itemdef boolean

Data type

Sourcefile
NCT00641251.xml
Add to cart
NCT00592527.xml
Add to cart

1 hba1c > 14.0%

Itemdef boolean

NCT00641251.xml
Add to cart

1 hemoglobin a1c values > 11%

Itemdef boolean

NCT00508599.xml
Add to cart

C1868885: Uncontrolled hypertension

3

3

1

1

0

0

1

C0032961: Pregnancy

4

3

1

0

0

1

1
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5

2

0

1

1

0

0

C006826: Malignant neoplasms

6

2

0

0

1

0

1

C0079399: Gender

7

2

0

0

0

2

0

C0040046: Thrombophlebitis

8

2

0

0

1

0

1

C0018802: Congestive heart failure

9

2

1

0

1

0

0

10

2

0

0

0

2

0

C0518014: Hematocrit level

Figure 2 Screenshot of CDEGenerator: top medical concepts.
Notes: Image shows the ten most frequent medical concepts of eligibility criteria of five different diabetes mellitus type 2 studies, which are identified by their NCT
numbers. The most frequent concept, “diabetes mellitus, non-insulin-dependent”, occurred in all five studies (indicated by the # All column), since its diagnosis was required
for study inclusion. The second-most frequent concept, “glycosylated hemoglobin A”, is expanded in this image: the first original item question consists of multiple lines of
text. CDEGenerator was able to decompose this text to the two medically relevant concepts “diabetes mellitus, non-insulin-dependent” (assigned to the top concept) and
“glycosylated hemoglobin A” (current expanded concept). All the listed data types are Boolean (meaning that the answer to that item is true or false), because each eligibility
criterion is either fulfilled or not.

values (Figure 3). An “Add to cart” checkbox is provided for
each data item listed. If it is selected, it will be included into
a list, which can later be downloaded as a full item catalog
in various standardized file formats.
Figure 4A illustrates an interactive CCP plot to provide
cumulative-frequency distribution of all concepts. The user
can choose the set size of the most frequent concepts (eg,
choose the top 10, 20, or 100 concepts) and can immediately
see the relative coverage of all concept occurrences in the
selected source studies and the concept details (name, item
questions, data types, and code lists, as shown in Figure 2).
Figure 4B shows the similarity matrix with heat-map coloring. Each cell contains the number of common concepts
of two sources and two resulting overlap percentages with
relative overlap in source 1 and source 2. These two relative
overlaps are necessary to account for the case of two entirely
different source sizes (in terms of concept count). Upon
user review, each data item with all its encoded details can
be added to an individual result cart that can be exported as

Clinical Epidemiology 2018:10

an item catalog in several standardized formats to enable
direct reuse in other information systems or to build up a
research database.

Usability testing
All the eight participants completed the required task to
identify a core-data-item set within 30 minutes and filled
out SUS questionnaires. Table 1 shows SUS item results of
each participant. Average SUS score was 75 points (65–92.5),
which corresponds to good usability.17 Interrater reliability
based on Krippendorff’s α-analysis yielded α=0.69 (95% CI
0.39–0.72), indicating substantial interrater agreement, or at
least fair agreement regarding 95% confidence.22

Discussion
CDEGenerator is a novel method for semantically advanced
comparison of language-independent data models and expertdriven identification and customization of core-data-item
sets. As an independent Internet service, it can be integrated
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C1531480: Finding of American Society of Anesthesiologists physical status classification
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C1275491: New York Heart Association classification

Count

Question

Type

Data type

1

NYHA
class

Item def Text

Measurement unit

Source file

Null

Heartstudy.xml
Add to cart

NYHA class I: Patients with cardiac disease but without resulting limitation of physical activity. Ordinary
physical activity does not cause undue fatigue, palpitation, dyspnea or anginal pain.
NYHA class II: Patients with cardiac disease resulting in slight limitation of physical activity. They are
comfortable at rest. Ordinary physical activity results in fatigue, palpitation, dyspnea or anginal pain.
NYHA class III: Patients with cardiac disease resulting in marked limitation of physical activity. They are
comfortable at rest. Less than ordinary activity causes fatigue, palpitation, dyspnea or anginal pain.
NYHA class IV: Patients with cardiac disease resulting in inability to carry on any physical activity without
discomfort. Symptoms of heart failure or the anginal syndrome may be present even at rest. If any
physical activity is undertaken, discomfort increases.
Figure 3 Screenshot of CDEGenerator: data item details.
Notes: If an item contains a coded list (eg, classifications) with defined permissible values, it can be expanded further to view the permissible values. If the user chooses to
add an item to the cart (“Add to cart” checkbox), full item details (UMLS coding, question, data type, and code list) will be included in a resulting item catalog, which can later
be downloaded in various platform-independent formats to build a research database.
Abbreviation: NYHA, New York Heart Association.

Table 1 Detailed ratings of the System Usability Scale (SUS), consisting of ten questions
SUS item

Rater 1–8

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
SUS score

5
1
5
2
5
1
5
1
4
2
92.5

5
2
5
1
3
2
4
1
4
1
85

3
1
4
1
3
3
4
2
4
1
75

4
3
4
2
4
2
4
2
3
1
72.5

4
3
3
2
4
2
4
2
5
2
72.5

4
2
3
1
3
2
4
2
4
3
70

4
3
4
3
4
3
3
2
4
1
67.5

3
2
4
2
4
2
3
2
3
3
65

Notes: Each cell is an integer within a Likert scale with 1 indicating “highly disagree” and 5 indicating “highly agree”. Bold font indicates SUS sum.

in any metadata repository that supports CDISC ODM and
UMLS. Currently, the largest European information infrastructure for medical data models has integrated the service
to provide a rich set of already existing valuable data sets.
Heat-map matrices provide a succinct overview of semantic
similarity within the selected sources. The CCP visualizes at
a glance – no matter how many data models are analyzed –
the potential existence of a semantic core that contains few
medical concepts but covers many data items in different
sources. An external expert workshop evaluated usability of
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the platform to find and analyze data models for secondary
use good.
To our knowledge, this is the first platform enabling
analysis of semantically complex items as eligibility criteria.
The latter are crucial items for study feasibility and generalizability of study results, thus leading to a need for careful
consideration and transparent reporting.23 Complementing
such comprehensive study databases as ClinicalTrials.gov, the
European Trial Register, and the World Health Organization
International Trials Registry platform, items on this platform
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NCT00592527.xml
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concepts)

NCT00641251.xml
(17 distinct
concepts)

NCT00239707.xml
(36 distinct
concepts)

NCT00508599.xml
(26 distinct
concepts)

NCT00541697.xml
(13 distinct
concepts)

NCT00592527.xml
(12 distinct
concepts)

12/100,0%/
100,0%

3/25,0%/17,6%

1/8,3%/2,8%

3/20,0%/11,5%

2/16,7%/15,4%

NCT00641251.xml
(17 distinct
concepts)

3/17,6%/25,0%

17/100,0%/
100,0%

2/11,8%/5,6%

5/23,4%/19.2%

2/11,88%/15,4%

NCT00239707.xml
(36 distinct
concepts)

1/2,8%/8,3%

2/5,6%/11,8%

36/100,0%/
100,0%

2/5,6%/7,7%

2/5,6%/15,4%

NCT00508599.xml
(26 distinct
concepts)

3/11,5%/25,0%

5/19,2%/29,4%

2/7,7%/5,6%

26/100,0%/
100,0%

3/11,5%/23,1%

NCT00541697.xml
(13 distinct
concepts)

2/15,4%/16,7%

2/15,4%/11,8%

2/15,4%/5,6%

3/23,1%/11,5%

13/100,0%/
100,0%

Figure 4 Cumulative coverage plot similarity matrix of selected sources.
Notes: (A) By hovering along the x-axis, the user can choose the set size of the most frequent concepts and immediately see coverage of all concept occurrences. For
instance, the 13 most frequent concepts cover 28% of all 108 concept occurrences and the 20 most frequent concepts cover 35%. Those concepts can be viewed in detail
within the concept list (see Figures 2 and 3). The dashed diagonal line indicates a possible graph if all the concepts had occurred only once, and thus has a constant linear
slope. Therefore, initially high deviation of the actual graph (blue solid line) from the dashed line indicates existence of highly repetitive concepts within the sources. (B)
Each cell contains the number of common concepts of two sources. Two additional numbers provide percentages that represent the relative overlap between source 1 and
source 2. For instance, the second cell provides concept overlaps between eligibility criteria of studies NCT00592527 and NCT00641251. There are three common concepts,
which can be reviewed in detail (see Figures 2 and 3) upon the user clicking. Since the first study contains only 12 concepts and the second 17, the relative overlap is higher
in the first study (25.0% vs 17.6%). The redder each cell is, the higher the first percentage value, which indicates the overlap of source 1 in source 2. Blue font indicates the
number of common concepts for each cell.

are structured in a machine-readable format with expertly
assigned language-independent semantic codes. Therefore, the
medical meaning of ambiguous medical terms or abbreviations
is preserved in a machine-readable way to generate a succinct
overview of existing eligibility criteria and systematic comparisons. Additionally, detailed metadata as full electronic CRFs
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from trials or registries, standardized data sets, and electronic
medical record forms in clinical routines are available to find
and analyze further data items. For instance, systematic comparisons of metadata in clinical routine and research are vital
to develop efficient minimum data sets, and the platform has
already shown feasibility for generating a core data set in the
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domain of myeloid leukemia, which shared high acceptance
by an international group of hematologists.24
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Strengths and limitations
Usability testing was performed after a 30-minute introduction to the system and face-to face assistance by developers.
Usability may have been perceived as low by sole reliance
on the teaching material provided. The SUS scores are based
on a limited number of test participants and sample-data
models. Though calculated α-statistic indicated high agreement regarding interrater reliability, a larger number of
expert participants might be necessary to generalize usability
performance. The methodological novelty of the analysis
tool limited the number of comparable usability studies
from which we could have derived a sufficient sample size
based on statistical power analyses. However, a strength of
this evaluation was the external expert setting, with none of
the evaluators being involved in the requirement analysis,
development of the system, or having collaborated with the
developers in previous research projects. To support continuous development, active user support is provided through
online contact and ongoing workshops, which are planned
within the next few years at medical informatics conferences
and open invitations by the scientific community.
Though the platform is the largest medical open-access
metadata registry and covers a broad range of different disease entities, it can only cover a small portion of the tremendous collection of current medical documentation in clinical
routines and research.5 Therefore, information retrieval on
the platform might be associated with low precision or recall
for certain research questions. It is the responsibility of the
user to judge if retrieved data models are representative or
comprehensive enough to analyze the models with respect
to their analysis goals.
Based on raw availability of material, it is the platform’s
major goal to make research and routine documentation transparent and analyzable in a broad area of diseases focusing on
research-intense and morbidity- or mortality-leading diseases.
Content to be processed and provided on the platform is selected
by the platform’s management board, which is supported by an
external advisory board of partners from academia, health care,
and pharmaceutical industry. Additionally, open requests for
specific data models are possible and welcome for consideration
to improve content coverage. However, selection bias within the
provided content cannot be excluded and is highly dependent
on the availability of source material.
UMLS coding of new data models is a key preparatory step
before users of the platform can apply analyses for semantic
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matches of different models and is performed by a team of
medical experts. It is a known fact that medical coding can
suffer from low interrater reliability,25 ie, for the same medical
concept or term, different UMLS codes can be chosen among
different coders. Since the similarity analysis of CDEGenerator is based on UMLS-code matches, some actual semantic
matches may be missed, since different medical coders could
have chosen different codes for the same concept. Therefore, a
semiautomatic code-suggestion mechanism was implemented
to improve intercoding reliability and a study was conducted
to assess improvement effects systematically.26,27 Nevertheless, CDEGenerator provides an overview of source-data-item
original questions, thus enabling the user manually to review
potential false-positive or false-negative matches.

Conclusion
The online platform introduced is a user-friendly information
infrastructure to share, reuse, and analyze existing data models systematically. It features capabilities for user-tailored
generation of interoperable item catalogs that build a foundational basis upon which a harmonized research database
can be developed.
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Study identifiers
Structured lab panels NCT00516321
NCT00529568
NCT00996216
Eligibility criteria
NCT00641251
NCT00592527
NCT00239707
NCT00508599
NCT00541697

Medical condition
Hepatitis C

Diabetes mellitus,
Type 2
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